Breast Cancer Screening (BCS)

Let’s work together to improve health outcomes. The Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set (HEDIS®) helps us measure many aspects of performance. This tip sheet details key points of the featured HEDIS measure.

What is the measure?
The measure focuses on screening mammograms for women age 50 to 74. Appropriate screenings include one or more mammograms (screening, diagnostic, film, and digital or digital breast tomosynthesis) on or between October 1, two years prior to the measurement year, and December 31 of the measurement year.

How to Improve Your Score

- Discuss the importance of breast cancer screenings and ensure your patients are up-to-date with their annual mammogram.
- Document the screenings in the medical record. The medical record must indicate the specific date and result of the screening.
- Document medical and surgical history in the medical record, include dates.
- MRIs, ultrasounds or biopsies do not count in this measure. Although these procedures may be indicated for evaluating women at higher risk for breast cancer or for diagnostic purposes, they are performed as an adjunct to mammography and do not alone count towards the compliance.
- Use correct diagnosis and procedure codes
- Submit claims and encounter data in a timely manner

Codes

- CPT for mammograms: 77055, 77056, 77057, 77061, 77062, 77063, 77065, 77066, 77067
- HCPCS for mammograms: G0202  G0204  G0206
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Exclusions

1. Bilateral mastectomy any time during the member’s history.
   ♦ Any of these meet criteria for bilateral mastectomy:
     ▪ Bilateral mastectomy
       ➢ ICD-10: 0HTV0ZZ
       ➢ ICD-9: 85.42, 85.46, 85.44, 85.48  
     ▪ Unilateral Mastectomy with a bilateral modifier
       ➢ CPT: 19180, 19200, 19220, 19240, 19303, 19304, 19305, 19306, 19307
       ➢ Modifier: 50  
   ▪ History of bilateral mastectomy
     ➢ ICD-10: Z90.13  
   ♦ Any combination of codes below that indicate a mastectomy on **both the left and right side** on the same or different dates of service.
     ▪ **Left Mastectomy** (any of the following)
       o Unilateral mastectomy with a left-side modifier (same procedure)
         ➢ CPT: 19180, 19200, 19220, 19240, 19303, 19304, 19305, 19306, 19307
         ➢ Modifier: LT  
       o Absence of the left breast
         ➢ ICD-10: Z90.12  
       o Left unilateral mastectomy
         ➢ ICD-10: 0HTU0ZZ  
     ▪ **Right Mastectomy** (any of the following)
       o Unilateral mastectomy with a right-side modifier (same procedure)
         ➢ CPT: 19180, 19200, 19220, 19240, 19303, 19304, 19305, 19306, 19307
         ➢ Modifier: RT  
       o Absence of the right breast
         ➢ ICD-10: Z90.11  
       o Right unilateral mastectomy
         ➢ ICD-10: 0HTT0ZZ

2. Hospice care during the measurement year.

3. Members age 66 and older as of December 31 of the measurement year, with frailty and advanced illness. Members must meet **both** frailty and advanced illness criteria to be excluded.
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Advanced Illness:

**ICD-10:**
A81.00, A81.01, A81.09, C25.0-C25.4, C25.7-C25.9, , C71.0-C71.9, C77.0-C77.5, C77.8, C77.9, C78.00, C78.01, C78.02, C78.30, C78.39, C78.4-C78.7, C78.80, C78.89, C79.00, C79.01-C79.02, C79.10, C79.11, C79.19, C79.2,C79.31, C79.32, C79.40, C79.49, C79.51-C79.52, C79.60-C79.62, C79.70-C79.72, C79.81-C79.82, C79.89, C79.9, C91.00, C91.02, C92.00, C92.02, C93.00, C93.02, C93.90, C93.92, , C93.20,C93.2Z, C94.30, C94.32, F01.50, F01.51, F02.80, F02.81, F03.90, F03.91, F04, F10.27, F10.96, F10.97, G10, G12.21, G20, G30.0, G30.1, G30.8, G30.9, G31.01, G31.09, G31.83, I09.81, I11.0, I12.0, I13.0, I13.11, I13.2, I50.1, I50.2, I50.21, I50.22, I50.23, I50.30, I50.31, I50.32, I50.33, I50.40, I50.43, I50.41, I50.42, I50.810-I50.814, I50.82-I50.84, I50.85, I50.9, I43.0-I43.2, J43.8, J43.9, J68.4, J84.10, J84.112, J84.17, J96.10-J96.12, J96.20-J96.22, J96.90, J96.92, J98.2, J98.3,K70.2, K70.10, K70.11, K70.30, K70.31, K70.40, K70.41, K70.9, K74.0-K74.2, K74.4-K74.5, K74.60, K74.69, L89.001-L89.004, L89.009-L89.014, L89.019-L89.024, L89.029, L89.100-L89.104, L89.109-L89.114, L89.119-L89.124, L89.129-L89.134, L89.139-L89.144, L89.149-L89.154, L89.159, L89.200-L89.204, L89.209-L89.214, L89.219-L89.224, L89.229-L89.224, L89.229, L89.300-L89.304, L89.309-L89.314, L89.319-L89.324, L89.329, L89.40-L89.45, L89.500-L89.504, L89.509-L89.514, L89.519-L89.524, L89.529, L89.600-L89.604, L89.609-L89.614, L89.619-L89.624, L89.629, L89.810-L89.814, L89.819, L89.890-L89.894, L89.899, L89.90-L89.95, N18.5, N18.6

Frailty:

**CPT:** 99504, 99509

**HCPCS:**

**ICD-10:**